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Principal’s Address
Welcome to the first issue of our English Newsletter for the 

academic year 2016-2017!  

Christ College has been founded for more than sixty years. While 

looking back in the past, there have been many changes indeed. 
However, the only aspect unchanged is that our school always 

upholds the motto: ‘Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life’. With 

such sermon for excellence in education, the hands of the Lord 

have never left Christ College. 

In the last academic year, the Quality Assurance Inspection Team 

of the Education Bureau spoke highly of the school in the report of the External School Review. It included the 

leadership that led the school to develop with proper steps and directions, the clear aims of the school plan that 
took all aspects into careful consideration and were tactically relevant, and most teachers prepared their lessons 

so well that they explained clearly and organized learning activities step by step, which could arouse the interests 

in learning. The tradition of caring the students’ growth by teachers also helped nurture students to establish 

positive values and attitudes. Students were modest and well-behaved, getting along well with one another in a 

friendly and helpful manner, which displayed a sound discipline and learning attitude. 

Apart from that, the students’ academic 

performance is also encouraging. In recent 
years, the data of students’ public 

examination results and the admission rates 

of government-funded degrees through 

JUPAS display the endeavor of students and 

teachers, which becomes a force power of 
promoting school continuous improvements. 
The HKDSE results in 2016 are also 

promising. With the joint efforts of students 

and teachers, the value-addedness of most 
subjects has been making remarkable 

achievements. 

The school theme of this year is: ‘Building 

resilience against adversity; embracing life with positivity’, coupled with the topical bible: ‘Brothers, it is clear to 

me that I have not come to that knowledge; but one thing I do, letting go those things which are past, and 

stretching out to the things which are before, I go forward to the mark, even the reward of the high purpose of 
God in Christ Jesus.’ (Philippians 3:13-14)  

In retrospect, even though the school development is full of challenges, 
our team continues to uphold the professional attitude and adheres to 

the serving spirit of ‘student-centredness as foundation, self-
strengthening as professionalism and thankfulness to God as sacrifice’. 

Mr. Fung Chi Tak 
Principal
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Christ College held an inauguration ceremony to 
welcome its students on 1st September 2016. After 
our Principal, Mr. Fung Chi Tak, welcomed and 
congratulated students for earning themselves the 
opportunity to study at Christ College, he reminded 
students of the core values and principles upheld by 
the school and reported that the university admission 
rate through JUPAS was increasing. 

The Guest of Honour 
this year was one of our most outstanding alumni, Dr. Stephen 
Suen Sik Hung, who was admitted to the degrees of Bachelor of 
Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery (MBChB) at the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong in 2000. Specialized in obstetrics and 
gynaecology, he then obtained his Membership from the Royal 
College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists in 2005, Fellowship 
from the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine (Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology) in 2007, Fellowship from the Hong Kong Council of 
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists in 2008, Postgraduate Diploma 
and Master of Science in Epidemiology and Biostatistics from the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong in 2009 and 2010 respectively, 
and Certificate in Maternal and Fetal Medicine from the Royal 
College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists in 2011.

In his speech, Dr. Stephen Suen shared with us his experiences about how to deal with the 
besetting problems he encountered when he was young. He said that he would not have 
become a doctor if he had not studied at Christ College. He also remembered that at Christ 
College he met many good teachers and they were full of care and love, and they were also 
devoted to teaching and inspiring him a lot.  He further elaborated that he enjoyed every moment 
with his classmates and teachers at Christ College and he felt proud of being a member of this 
big family. Echoing with our school theme this year: ‘Building resilience against adversity; 
embracing life with positivity’, he finally encouraged all students to study hard and face adversity.  

Inauguration Ceremony of New School Year
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More than a ‘Safari’ … 
To most IT fanatics, the word ‘Safari’ merely refers to web 
browser developed by Apple based on the Web Kit engine; 
whereas, to most linguists, the Swahili word ‘Safari’ means 
journey, originated from the Arabic ‘Safar’, and it entered the 
English language at the end of the 1850s. For example, Ernest 
Hemingway wrote several fiction and non-fiction pieces about 

African safaris. 

To most holiday makers, on the other hand, a ‘safari’ is an overland journey, 
usually a trip by tourists to Africa, and in the past, the trip was often a big-
game hunt, but nowadays, a ‘safari’ has often been regarded as a trip to 
observe and photograph wildlife – or hiking and sightseeing as well.  

To me, however, the word ‘Safari’ is completely different. I paid a visit to the 
Christian organizations and churches in Uganda and Kenya for five weeks this 
year, with a view to helping the poor and the needy, especially for those 
refugees and asylum seekers who migrated from the East and Middle African 
countries. They actually faced a 
number of challenges in their daily 
lives, such as adapting to new 
cultures, learning new languages, 
overcoming stereotypes and living 

in fear of being repatriated to their home country or found and 
harmed by a member of the opposition from their country of 
origin that we have never encountered in such an affluent city like 
Hong Kong. 

After all, refugees are in fact people just like you and me though 
they are faced with a grim choice – stay and die, or flee and risk 
imprisonment, sexual harassment, torture and forced recruitment by armed groups. Worse still, child refugees 
have little or no access to education, sufficient nutrition or healthy living conditions. Those who remained in 
the country are languishing in poverty and insecurity either in camps for displaced people or in their homes.  

Apart from sightseeing there, I adopted a youth and made donations 
to support relief and life-saving work for them through tele-transfer. 
Our team there did try our best to help refugees so that they could 
have true and meaningful worship in their context, and I can see the 
grace of God from their singing and sharing. And now, the fear from 
their hearts is overcome by the joy of God, and they experienced the 
brand new lives from Jesus! As Apostle Paul said in the Bible: 
‘Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, the new creation has come: The 
old has gone, the new is here!’ (2 Corinthians 5:17, NIV)  

To me, this is more than a ‘Safari’. 

Mr. Leung Ming Fai 
Chaplain
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Last summer, my husband and I, together with our art 
therapist Regina, spent two weeks volunteering in Siem 
Reap, Cambodia. 

I taught at a school called KKO (Khmer for Khmer* 
Organization). KKO is a non-profit organization which 
offers free education for children in need and free 
vocational training for young adults.

The school campus is rather small and it provides basic 
facilities for students between the age of four and twenty-
five. The buildings are made from bamboo, corrugated 
sheet and leaves. There are 6 classrooms, a playground, a football pitch and a principal's office. 

I arrived at KKO in early August. With four classes that I 
taught every day, I got into my routine fairly smoothly. 
The first lesson began at 8 o'clock. Most students go to 
school on foot or by bicycle. I went to school by tuk-
tuk+. As the students were rather young, I focused on 
teaching simple English vocabulary and basic sentence 
patterns. 

In one of my lessons, I taught students to tell the time. 
In order to help them familiarize with the vocabulary, I 
taught them to play a game which I used to play when 
I was young. It is called "Miss Wolf, what time is it?" 
After explaining the rules, we played the game in the 
football pitch. We took turns to be "Miss Wolf" and 
when we heard "It's twelve o'clock!" Everyone ran 

around the football pitch! It was great fun!

I enjoyed teaching in Cambodia as the students there were 
humble, sincere and willing to learn. They were hard-
working too; they often did revisions at home. Despite their 
unfavourable learning environment, students seldom 
complained and they always tried their best in class. 

This inspiring trip has created some fond memories which 
will last for a lifetime. It makes me feel that I am a part of 
the community rather than just a tourist. Besides, I have 
made some great friends in Cambodia; they will surely 

bring me back to the 
country in no time. 

 
Ms. Ng Wai Ni 
Junior Form Curriculum Coordinator 
 
 

*Khmer or Khmer people are the locals in Cambodia. They form approximately 
90% of the country's population.

+ Tuk-tuk is a three-wheeled motorized vehicle used as a taxi in Cambodia.

Teaching in Cambodia
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Over the years, our English teachers have been coaching a number of students with potentials 
in the Hong Kong Schools Speech Festival. With the whole-hearted support and invaluable 
advice of our Principal, student participants not only enjoy the learning process but also 
broaden their horizons. All participants in Solo Verse and Choral Speaking were awarded 
certificates of proficiency or merit last year.

Class Name Rank/Certificate

1A WO CHING YEE Certificate of Proficiency

1A WONG HOI KEI Certificate of Proficiency

1C KAM MING MAN Certificate of Proficiency

1C LO WAI YI Certificate of Proficiency

1D MA MING WAI Certificate of Proficiency

1D NG PUI YAN Certificate of Proficiency

1D TONG WAI LAAM Certificate of Proficiency

2C FUNG KA LOK Certificate of Merit

2C HUANG CHOR YU Certificate of Merit

2C LI XINYI Certificate of Merit

2D CHONG CHUI LAI Certificate of Proficiency

2D LAM SUM YEE HOLLY 2nd Runner-up

2D SERENITY WALKER Certificate of Merit

3B CHOW SUET LAAM Certificate of Proficiency

3C CHAN KA MAN Certificate of Proficiency

3C CHAN KA MAN Certificate of Merit

3C CHOI TSZ YAN Certificate of Proficiency

3D LANE CONNIE Certificate of Merit

3D LIN SHA Certificate of Merit

3D LO MAN YING Certificate of Merit

3D NG MEI WA Certificate of Merit

4A SO FEI SOPHIE Certificate of Merit

4B WONG YI TING ALINA Certificate of Merit

4C SO WAI LAM Certificate of Merit

4D HO TSZ KWAN TIFFANY Certificate of Merit

4D LAW MING YAN Certificate of Merit

5A TSUI NGO Certificate of Proficiency

5B TANG OI YI Certificate of Merit

5D DIU PUI KI Certificate of Merit

6B LI YEE LAM Certificate of Merit

6D CHAN KIT YEE Certificate of Merit

6E WAI TSZ HONG Certificate of Merit

Class Name Rank/Certificate

1B LI HO YIN Certificate of Merit

1B LUK MAN LONG Certificate of Merit

2D LIANG LING HIM 1st Runner-up

3B WONG KA CHAI Certificate of Proficiency

3C FONG CHUN HONG Certificate of Merit

4A CHO PO HEI Certificate of Proficiency

4A HUI KIN MING Certificate of Merit

5A SO HO HON LAWRENCE Certificate of Merit

6A RINGOR DERRICK ISHMAEL B Champion

Name Name Name

CHAN MAN KIT MAGGIE LEUNG PUI CHI PAR CHUNG TING 

CHAN TSZ YAN LEUNG YUEN TING SZE DU YAT YIN 

CHANG HO WANG LI KEI YING TANG HO YIN 

CHUNG SAU CHUN LUNG WING LAP TO SIU 

FONG YIU CHUN VINCENT MA MING WAI TONG WAI LAAM 

HAN CHUNG TING MAHAMART PRAWRAVEE TSANG LOK HIM DANIEL 

KWOK CHING KIT MAK HIM SHUN WONG HIN CHING 

KWONG WANG CHI NG CHUN KWONG WONG WAI KI VICKY 

LAU CHUNG YAN NG PUI YAN YEUNG CHUNG SZE 

LEE HOI CHING NGAI CHI TUNG YIM KA YI 

Name Name Name

CHAN CHUN HEI KWOK PUI LAM SIN SHIN YIU YOYO

CHAN HO CHUN JEFF LANE CONNIE SO LOK YIU

CHEUNG CHI HIN LEUNG TSZ CHING TAI WING YAN

CHEUNG LAI MAN LIN KIT WA TE WING LONG

CHEUNG WING SZE LIN SHA TO NGA MAN

CHIU TSZ CHUNG JOSHUA LO MAN YING TSE PUI CHI

CHUNG WAI HA LO TIK SUM DAISY WAN WING HONG

FONG TSZ CHING MA XI YANG WONG CHING HIN

HO HIU FUNG NG MEI WA WONG CHUN YIP

KONG HIU WAN POON CHUI TING WONG TSZ MING

YIP HIU LAM

Choral Speaking: 1D Certificate of Merit

Choral Speaking: 3D Certificate of Merit

Name Name Name

CHAN CHUN HEI LAM WING YI TAM PUI KA

CHAN CHUN MING LAM YU TAN TSZ CHING

CHENG HOI CHING LAW MING YAN TANG JONATHAN

CHEUNG CHUN HEI LEE YAT FEI TANG PUI YING

CHEUNG TSZ WAI LEE YUEN YAN TONG KIN WAH MICHAEL

CHONG WING TUNG LEUNG HEI YING FRIEDA TSUI KA YU

CHU YING CHUN LI HIU TUNG WONG NOK TUNG

CHUNG TSZ YAN LIU YIN KA WONG YIN TUNG

HA YEE KI MAK CHUN TUNG YEUNG TSZ CHING

HO TSZ KWAN TIFFANY NEAU WING TING ISABELLE YIP WUI WA

KONG WING HIM POON ON NI YU YUET CHING

LAM CHEUK YING SZE CHING CHING ZHANG KE LAN

Choral Speaking: 4D Certificate of Merit

Solo Verse Speaking (Girls)

Hong Kong Schools Speech Festival

Solo Verse Speaking (Boys)
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Mr. Chan Chi Chung 

Title:  Pig and the Talking Poo 

Introduction:  Pig has a huge brown plastic talking dog poo. He 
does miss his poo lots when he loses it. 

Comments from Mr. Chan: 
It is a friendly and funny story. I recommend this book for those 
who want a great story in a quick read.

Ms. Chan Lai Fong 

Title:  Charlie and the Chocolate Factory: A Play 
 
Introduction:  This dramatization of Roald Dahl’s beloved book 
can be performed in school or at home. 

Comments from Ms. Chan: 
I recommend this book to those who love drama. It offers useful 
tips on staging, props and costumes.

Ms. Chow Yuk Fan 

Title:  Monsters University 
Introduction:  Welcome to Monsters University, where monsters 
come from miles around to learn how to be scary.  

Comments from Ms. Chow: 
It is a funny story with lots of beautiful and colourful graphics.If 
you are the fan of Pixar’s “Monsters University” film, don’t miss 
this book. 

Ms. Ho Chui Fan 

Title:  A Fabumouse School Adventure 

Introduction:  When Geronimo Stilton went to his nephew’s school, 
things did not turn out the way he expected.  

Comments from Ms. Ho: 
It is an interesting and funny story and the graphics make it lots of 
fun. If you like adventure and laughter, you will really like it. 

Reading to Learn 
Reading can both broaden our understanding of the world and help us get through a 
sticking point in our life. Those who read have been known to have more fine-tuned brains 
than those who prefer more passive activities. So, anyone hoping to improve their mind 
both psychologically and cognitively might want to think about taking up the habit of 
regular reading. In collaboration with our school library, our English teachers have long 
been playing an active role in promoting reading at school.

Reading Promotion
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Ms. Ng Tsz Shan  

Title:  Pinocchio  

Introduction:  Pinocchio yearns to be a real boy, but first he must prove 
himself to be good and kind. 

Comments from Ms. Ng: 
It carries many moral lessons, for instance, to obey the advice of elders 
and to be kind and helpful to others. This is a must for everyone.

Ms. Ng Wai Ni  

Title: Toy Story:  I Come in Peace
 
Introduction:  Buzz arrives on an uncharted planet called 
Andy’s room and meets Woody. Will they join forces to protect 
the planet?
 
Comments from Ms. Ng:
Toy Story is about the ‘secret life of toy’ and it is a must for 
the Toy Story fans.

Ms. Poon Kit Sum 

Title:  Robin Hood  

Introduction:  He is the famous outlaw of all time. He helps the people 
hold out against the greedy sheriff by stealing from the rich and giving 
to the poor. 

Comments from Ms. Poon: 
It is a short summary of some of the well-known adventures of Robin 
Hood. This book is exciting and easy to read.

Ms. Li Wen Yao 

Title:  Beauty and the Beast 

Introduction:  Finding the beauty inside of people, selfless 
sacrifice to protect those you love. 

Comments from Ms. Li: 
It is a well-known story and would inspire you to find the 
beauty inside of people. I would recommend this book to 
the junior form students. 

Ms. Zheng Yue Jiao 

Title: Cars 

Introduction:  Start your engines and get ready. This 
collection features awesome adventures. 

Comments from Ms. Zheng: 
It is not a summary of the movie but a series of original 
short stories staring the movie cast. This is a great book for 
fans of Pixar’s “Cars” film.  
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English Activities

Shining Corner 
The Shining Corner provides a platform for 
students, teachers and guests to display their 
talents. There were two wonderful performances 
of an English band and a saxophone player 
organized in collaboration with the Youth for 
Christ, in October 2016. The performers came 
from the United States of America and they aimed 
to encourage more Hong Kong people to love God 
through listening to their 
songs and music. 

Mid-Autumn Festival Riddles  
Jointly organized by the Chinese Department and the English 
Department in September 2016, the Mid-Autumn Festival Riddles 
focused on arousing the students’ interests in using both Chinese and 
English riddles. Students enjoyed the process of finding out the 
answers.
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Cooking Competition 

It is beyond dispute that one of the most effective learning methods is 
application: ‘to put theory into practice’.  Learning English is no exception. In 
collaboration with the Department of Technology and Living, our English 
teachers organized the Cooking Competition for all F.1 students so that they 
could make use of what they learnt in class.  They needed to ‘think, pair and 
share’ the recipes with other classmates in English. On the other hand, they were 

also required to make presentations through 
using IT equipment such as tablets.

AIESEC 

Originally a French acronym for ‘Association 
internationale des étudiants en sciences économiques 
et commerciales’, AIESEC is an international non-
governmental not-for-profit organization that provides 
young people with leadership development and cross-

cultural global 
internship and 
volunteer 
exchange 
experiences across the globe, with a focus to empower 
young people so they can make a positive impact on 
society. AIESEC in Hong Kong was founded in 1967, with 
a view to developing solution-driven youths to be 
accountable for a 
unique and 
cohesive Hong 

Kong. Last 
summer, there were a dozen of exchange students 
coming to our school introducing their unique cultures 
and customs with our students at the mini-chapel. 
They were all impressed with their excellent 
presentations and sharings in English even though 
their mother tongues were not English as they came 
from Italy, Germany, France, Singapore and Korea. 
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Outstanding Arts Teachers’ Awards 
To recognize the commitment to the arts and tireless 
efforts in promoting arts education, our arts teachers, 
Ms. Chow Yuen Ying and Ms. Hon Chun Miu received 
the Outstanding Arts Teachers’ Awards from the Hong 
Kong Arts Development Council in July 2016. They 
provided our students with a flair for the arts, a willing 
mind and spirit-oriented on community services 
with the opportunity 

to become Arts Ambassadors 
for our school successfully.

AFS Intercultural Fair 
In November 2016, the AFS foreign exchange 
students set up country-specific themed booths at 
a secondary school in Kowloon Tong, displaying 
their own cultures from 15 countries such as 
Uruguay, Hungary, Italy and Germany, in which 
fun-filled traditional games, dances, songs and 
food were featured. The objective of the Fair was 
for AFS to share intercultural learning with local 
students. Our students enjoyed the Fair very much 
as they widened their horizons and had a better 
understanding about various cultures. 

Students’ Workshop

In October 2016, our students attended a workshop entitled 
‘Catching the Secret of English Learning’ by Mr. Jasper Tsang, 
the second President of the Legislative Council of Hong Kong. 
They enjoyed listening to his interesting stories about learning 
English. Though he studied for a Bachelor of Arts in 
Mathematics at the University of Hong Kong, he made use of 
every opportunity to learn English. 

Congratulations
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Hong Kong Baptist University 

Having received Dr. Stephen Hui – Physical Education and Recreation 

Management Scholarship in 2013, Madam K. S. Fung Wu Memorial 
Scholarship in 2014 and Action Waterfall Student 
Internship Scholarship in 2015, our alumnus, Tang 

King Hei, studied for a Bachelor of Arts in Physical 
Education and Recreation Management and a 

Diploma in Education at Hong Kong Baptist University 

and graduated with First Class Honours in July 2016. 
He is at present working as a teacher in Shatin and a 

part-time basketball coach at Christ College.

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Our alumnae, Chan Ka Man and Lam Kai Mei, were 
awarded the Bachelor of Science (First Class Honours) 
in Radiography at the 
Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University after passing 
through all the difficult 
examinations concerning 
clinical practices, 
medical imaging and 

radiation therapy with flying colours. They are now 
working at Prince of Wales Hospital in Shatin. 

 
 

City University of Hong Kong 
Displaying constant excellence 
throughout his entire degree course, 
Patrick Tang Tsz Wai, our 
alumnus, studied for a 
Bachelor of Arts in 
English Studies at the 
City University of Hong 
Kong and graduated with 
First Class Honours in 
July 2016. He is currently 

working as an English language instructor at an 
education centre and a part-time tutor at Christ 
College, his alma mater.
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Chan Yuk Hong (F.2D) 

A Movie Week  

Dear Jackie,  

I am absolutely glad to know that there is going to be a Movie Week and I 
would like to recommend a fabulous movie and provide views on several 
films which I do not suggest being shown during the Movie Week.  

I would love ‘The Boy Who Loves Birds’ to be shown. The movie sets in a 
rural village. In 1958, the village head Mao decided to enact a radical 
movement called ‘The Great Sparrow Campaign’ in a bid to drastically 
reduce the number of the birds. A boy named Cahn Wah, who was a bird 
fanatic, stood up to fight the massacre and protect the birds.  Chan tried his 
best to save the birds by outwitting the authorities. Unluckily, Chan was 
arrested and was criticised by the public in a struggle session for being 
against the movement.  

Based on the true story, the movie received a lot of positive reviews. The 
unprecedentedly successful box office provides it is one of the 
masterpieces in our time. Therefore, I strongly suggest playing this movie 
during the Movie Week.  

You have suggested playing ‘Market in the Jungle’, ‘Fists and Feet’ and 
‘The Robot Five’. However, these are the movies that I am dismayed and 
disgruntled about. They are exceptionally childish and monotonous. And 
the last one is exceedingly violent as it portrays a certain number of brutal 
scenes.  

Last but not least, I am extremely grateful for granting this opportunity to 
express my views on films and I cordially hope that the Movie Week 
would be nothing but a huge success.  

Best wishes,  
Pat

Chung Wai Ha (F.3D) 

An Amusing Day with an Exchange Student 

Yesterday, I hanged out with an exchange student from the U.S.A. and she 
is called Amy.  We had a wonderful Sunday.  You may think that I’m so 
lucky to get an opportunity to hang out with an exchange student.  Well, 
I’m so impressed when I was picked by my teacher because I am the 
English ambassador of my school.  I was so excited when I saw Amy at the 
Sha Tin Wai MTR Station which is near my school.  Amy is a 15-year-old 
school girl who is of the same age as me.  She has pure light blue eyes and 
soft blonde hair.  She’s a pretty girl with long legs.  I knew that we’d a 
great time together once I saw her. 

First, we went to a local restaurant in Hong Kong. We talked about our 
hobbies.  We both like Japanese culture and drainage too.  Also, we both 
played a game called ‘Overmatch’, we promised that we would team up 
and play the game together. 

After breakfast, we went to Victoria Harbour. We had a walk there and had 
a talk about the differences between Hong Kong and the U.S.A. We spent 
the whole morning there and we went to a Chinese seafood restaurant.  We 
tried so many dim sum like siu mai and congee. 

In the afternoon, we went to Mong Kok.  Amy said that she needed to buy 
souvenirs for her family and friends.  We went to many places like Fa Yuen 
Street and Ladies Street.  We both had a great time there.  Also, we tried 
some local food like egg tarts and egg puffs there. 

We both were full so we didn’t have dinner.  We went to Tsim Sha Tsui 
waterfront to have a quick visit of the Avenue of Stars and watched the 
Symphony of Lights, which is a spectacular laser show.  It impressed Amy 
so much. 

At last, we hugged each other, and exchanged our phone numbers and 
Facebook information.  She just left for one day and I have already missed 
Amy! 

Li Xin Yi Anna (F.2C) 
A Letter to the Principal 

Dear Principal,  

I am writing to express my concern about the environmental  
problem in our school. I believe it is important that we all do something to help solve 
these problems.  

One important environmental problem in our school is food waste. A lot of students 
buy snacks from the tuck shop during recess and lunchtime, such as fishballs, chicken 
wings, udon, sandwiches, cup noodles, beef balls and so on. But they seldom finish 
their food in time because they buy too much. Then, they will dump the leftovers into 
the rubbish bins outside the tuck shop. It will attract rats, cockroaches and flies. It 
may even bring germs and spread diseases, especially in hot summer. Moreover, F.1 
students have lunch in the classroom. Sometimes they could not finish their lunch 
boxes. It generates a lot of food waste. This is wasteful. Many people in the world do 
not have enough food because they are poor. We have a lot of food but we do not 
cherish it. 

The second environmental problem is the excessive use of disposable items, such as 
polystyrene lunch boxes, plastic bottles, plastic forks and plastic bags. For example, 
F.2-F.6 students often order out and bring their lunch back using polystyrene lunch 
boxes. Moreover, when students do not bring their own water bottles, they will buy 
bottled drinks from the tuck shop. Apart from it, the tuck shop staff put the snacks in 
the plastic bags and even offer plastic forks for free. It is problematic because 
students will use more and more. All in all, the overuse of disposable items is not 
environmentally friendly. 

There are some solutions to solving these environmental problems. To reduce food 
waste, we can ask the students to share snacks with their classmates. We can also 
organize a food donation day and encourage students to cherish food. Moreover, we 
can even try to build our own school canteen to provide self-service buffet so students 
can buy only what they can finish. If students still cannot finish, we can collect the 
leftovers and recycle it into fertilizers for the Sky Garden on the fifth floor. 

I also have some solutions to solving the environmental problem of the overuse of 
disposable items. We can ask students to bring their own utensils for lunch. Also, we 
can encourage students living nearby school to eat at home. 

I hope my suggestions are useful and our school can be more beautiful and greener! 

Yours faithfully, 
Anna Li

Tsang Lok Him Daniel (F.1D) 

A story about the day the last typhoon hit Hong Kong 

Typhoon No.8 with X-men 

Last Monday was an unforgettable day. I woke up at 6:30a.m. as usual. I 
was ready to go to school. All of a sudden, a lightning appeared out of my 
window. I looked out of the window immediately. It was raining cats and 
dogs. Then I rushed to the living room and turned on the TV to the news 
channel to check whether there were any typhoon signals or rain signals. 
“Good morning, I’m Mary Wong. Typhoon ‘Have’ hits Hong Kong. 
Typhoon signal no.8 has been hosted since 3 a.m.” After hearing it, I 
cheered happily and called my friend, Roy. “Hey! Roy, have you watched 
the news? It’s is Typhoon No.8 now! We don’t have to go to school! 
Hooray!” “Yeah! I think I’m going to your home. Let’s have some fun!” 
Ray said. Both of us were excited. I hurried and finished my breakfast 
swiftly. My brother has already played the video games. 

Roy arrived 10 minutes later. Roy was totally soaked when he arrived at 
my home. We watched various movies and played X-men video games. 
While we were watching the movie, Roy suddenly fainted. He looked pale. 
Both my brother and I were shocked and didn’t know what to do. 
Fortunately, my brother was a doctor student. He checked Roy’s body and 
said, “He is too exhausted. Let him take a rest.” We took care of him and 
kept checking his body every 15 minutes. After an hour, he woke up! I 
hugged him tightly. Tears rolled down of my face. I was afraid that my best 
friend would leave me away. 

At last, we watched X-Men: Apocalypse until 3 p.m. It was absolutely a 
wonderful and unforgettable day!  

Students’ Essays
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Ho Wing Ki (F.6B)  

For a Better Hong Kong, Stop Wasting!  

As Hong Kong is becoming more and more prosperous, it is one of the 
most wasteful places in the world. The waste problem has been deteriorating as its 
population is growing and our society is developing. People spend more money on 
non-essential goods because of the rise in consumerism. They replace everyday 
gadgets such as mobile phones and computers rapidly, and long before they have 
reached the end of their useful life. As a result, Hong Kong has earned the dubious 
honour of being one of the most wasteful places in the world. 

In recent years, Hong Kong has produced huge amount of wastes every day and our 
landfills have reached its capacity. According to the official figure shown from Hong 
Kong government website, it has indicated that landfills received 17,757 tonnes of 
waste daily. The existing landfills are expected to be full within 3-4 years if the 
amount of the waste continues to increase. There is no doubt that Hong Kong has 
such a limited land resource, so it is difficult to find the new landfilling sites. 

Moreover, the burning of waste by the proposed incinerator may cause air pollution. 
No one wants to live near an incinerator. People may feel they are at risk of illness 
due to the pollutants produced from incinerator nearby. Therefore, they may oppose 
the construction of such facilities near their houses. 

To solve this severe problem, the government has to take a leading role to protect our 
city. One is to lobby the Environment Protection Department to introduce the 
legislation that a household levy should be introduced on people who generate more 
waste. 

Furthermore, educating the public can raise their awareness about the wasteful culture 
among Hongkongers. The government can organize a campaign like Hong Kong 
Green Day, to promote the message of being more environmentally friendly. 
Therefore, Hongkongers can build up the habit of environmentally friendly lifestyle. 
Also, the government could educate citizens to sort their rubbish for recycling. Every 
citizen should also contribute their efforts by separating the waste wisely and 
carefully. They can put recyclable and non-recyclable materials in different waste 
collection bins. So the recyclable materials can be sorted and recycled efficiently. The 
government should provide necessary help and subsidies to support the development 
of green industry. 

To sum up, all the solutions above will lead to an improvement of Hong Kong ’s 
living environment but they require the cooperation of the people living here. If we 
do not cooperate together, the waste problem can never be solved by the government. 
We should understand that Hong Kong is our home. Thus, we should bear the 
responsibility to protect it and make it better and more prosperous. For a better Hong 
Kong, stop wasting!

Tsang Heung Tun Benedict (F.4A)  
                                           

A Fantastic Trip with the Exchange Students 

As an English ambassador of my school, I hope to take a group of overseas students 
out for a trip around Hong Kong. For me, it’s an invaluable experience. Let me tell 
you more about it! 

On the first day, we went to the Hong Kong international Airport to extend our 
warmest welcome to the overseas students. The Hong Kong international Airport is 
on the Lantau Island. It was built in 1998. When we met the exchange students, we 
greeted each other. They felt surprised and said this was the first time they had had 
somebody welcome them at the airport! They felt really warm. 

After they settled down in the hotel, we escorted them to the Ocean Park, which is 
one of the world’s most famous theme parks. It was opened in 1977 in the Southern 
District of Hong Kong. We rode on the roller coaster and it’s exhilarating. My mouth 
and eyes opened wide! Besides that, we also took the cable car from the Lowland 
Garden to the Headland. We looked at the stunning ocean view and blinked in 
astonishment! It’s really beautiful. Moreover, we watched the dolphin show. These 
intelligent creatures performed a variety of tricks. The overseas students enjoyed it 
very much. Furthermore, we went to the Panda’s Habitat to visit the pandas. They are 
really adorable. We took a lot of pictures of them. 

On the next day, we went to the Peak. It was on the highest mountain on Hong Kong 
Island and it’s also one of the must-see destinations in Hong Kong. We took the Peak 
Tram to the Peak. When we arrived, we saw the spectacular view. The whole skyline 
was astonishing! Additionally, we bought some souvenirs from the Peak Market. 
They are quite expensive but it was worth it. After dining in the Peak restaurant, we 
visited the Madame Tussauds Wax Museum. There were wax figures of over 100 
celebrities such as Jackie Chan, Bruce Lee and Kim Soo-hyun. They look real but 
scary! 

We went to the Temple Street Night Market later that night. It was crowded and 
bustling. There were many market stalls there selling cheap goods and accessories. 
We bargained with the shop owner over some key chains and we bought them at a 
reasonable price! It’s an interesting experience. Moreover, we watched Cantonese 
opera show near Tin Hau Temple. The overseas students showed a lot of interest in 
this traditional performance. They enjoyed it a lot. 

After a few days, it’s time for us to say goodbye. We all had an unforgettable 
experience during this trip. We shared a lot of fun with each other. I missed them very 
much!

Lee Tsz Chun (F.3B) 
An Informal Letter 

Dear Miss Zheng, 

Thank you for your letter. My summer holidays were fantastic.  

I had a very special holiday this year because I went to three camps in July. 
The first one was held by our school; the second one was organized by my 
church and the last one was held by my friend’s church. The school camp 
was very tiring because we played games like hide and seek, which needed 
much energy. I also chatted with my friends for almost the whole night. I 
slept at 6 a.m. and woke up at 7:30 a.m. I was very sleepy. The second 
camp was very interesting. I had a lot of fun. In the camp, we sang songs 
and shared our experience and stories. All of us cried. The third one was 
rather long, which lasted for 3 days. It was pretty enjoyable.  

The most meaningful thing I did in the summer holidays was that I went to 
the church and helped with an activity named ‘Fly’, which was for primary 
five to secondary one students. My job was to help the teacher lead some 
games and teach them homework.  

I didn’t travel abroad this year because I did not have time. Actually, I 
intended to get a part-time job in this holiday to earn some money. 
However, my parents didn’t allow me to do so because they believed 
studying is the most important in these few years before the HKDSE.  

In order to prepare better for the HKDSE, I have set a timetable for the 
new school year. I keep reminding myself to work hard to achieve better 
results. I should play less and work more. At the same time, I would like to 
give up some of my bad old habits, for example, spending to much time on 
playing computer games. When I was in the junior forms, I lacked 
motivation to pursue my goal. Now, I have made up my mind to build 
resilience against adversity and embrace life with positivity. After I have 
set my goal, I will persist and never give up.  

I have set many goals. My short-term goal is to be a good student at 
school. A good student should have good academic results and good 
conduct. Another short-term goal is to be a good Christian. I hope more 
people will believe in God. I will give the love that God gives me to other 
people. My long-term goal is to be a successful person in Hong Kong. To 
achieve this, I must work very hard, just like what you’ve said, ‘You reap 
what you sow’.  

It is time for me to do my homework now. Keep in touch.  
 
Best wishes, 
John 

So Lok Yiu (F.3D) 

A Trip with an Exchange Student 

I needed to take an exchange student out for a trip around Hong Kong 
because I had been asked by my teacher to escort an exchange student 
from the U.S.A to Hong Kong.  I met them at Hong Kong Airport at 7:00 
a.m.  The exchange student is called Peter and he is ten years old.  We had 
an enjoyable day that day. 

The first place that we visited in Hong Kong was Ngong Ping 360.  We 
took a bus to go there.  Why did we go there first?  It was because we 
could take a cable car there and we could see the beautiful view of Lantau 
Island including the Big Buddha and the Hong Kong International Airport.  
Also, we took a lot of photos there. 

When we were on the cable car, we talked with each other and shared our 
favourite hobbies with each other.  My favourite hobby was table tennis 
because it was fun to play and I could keep fit while I was playing table 
tennis.  Peter also liked table tennis too!  It was because playing table 
tennis could prevent heart diseases and stroke. 

After that, we went to Jumbo Kingdom in Aberdeen, which is famous for 
its seafood.  The food there is delicious and fantastic.  After Peter and I 
finished our lunch, Peter felt excited because the food in the restaurant was 
yummy.  After lunch, we went to Stanley Market to shop. It is a traditional 
market and we can learn more about Hong Kong culture there too!  We 
bought some gifts including badges, post cards and stamps.  Also, we went 
to Murray House and learn more about the maritime history of Hong 
Kong. 

Finally, we went to Tsim Sha Tsui to watch the Sympathy of Light. The 
laser light and sound show in the harbour was beautiful, amazing and 
wonderful. 

I felt delighted because this was my first time I had been with an exchange 
student to travel around Hong Kong.  I found the experience memorable 
and I missed my friend very much.
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Chan Ho Chun Jeff (F.3D) 

A Trip around Hong Kong 

Today, I had an enjoyable day with an exchange student, Amy, from the United 
States. Miss Chan had asked me to take an exchange student out for a trip around 
Hong Kong. Why? I’m the English ambassador! I’d like to share this amazing day 
with all of you. Here comes my sharing!  

I arrived at my school at 8am and Amy was there waiting for me. We got on the bus 
and got off at a spot near Lan Fong Yuen in Central. Lan Fong Yuen is a well-known 
Dai Pai Dong (or you can call it an open-air food stall). Amy said she liked this food 
stall because it served a variety of low-priced great dishes and she liked Hong Kong-
style milk tea the most. We also tried Yuanyang (or coffee with tea), Hong Kong-style 
French toast and cart noodles. Everything was perfect except the lack of air-
conditioning. Overall, Amy and I felt the experience fantastic. 

At noon, I took Amy to one of the world’s most spectacular cityscapes at the Peak. 
Waiting for half an hour, we rode on the Peak Tram to visit the Peak Tram Historical 
Gallery. Amy asked me about the Peak Tram and I told her that it has been serving 
Hong Kong for 120 years! She seemed so excited to know more the heritage and the 
history of Hong Kong. Before leaving, I bought a lapel pin as my souvenir.  I led her 
to the highest point of the Peak and she was surely stunned by the view of Victoria 
Harbour. It was absolutely amazing that we could catch a glimpse of the New 
Territories! 

Night fell quickly when we were going to Tsim Sha Tsui. The Clock Tower appeared 
in my sight after a long ride. Amy wondered what it used to be in the past. Actually, it 
used to be a train station a hundred years ago. She gasped with amazement after 
knowing the truth. We took a lot of selfies and uploaded them on her social 
networking sites. We felt tired but we still wanted to stay longer.  We then decided to 
walk along the promenade and found that a Symphony of Lights, which is a 
spectacular laser night show, just started.  However, it was an overcast night and the 
promenade was too crowded. We both felt disappointed and left for a cup of coffee at 
a nearby café. We have found that we both like reading horror novels to destress. We 
love Stephen King, one of the noted writers in the world!  

It was great to have this once-in-a-lifetime experience. For the 
 rest of the day, I couldn’t stop thinking about the time we spent  
together! What a day! 

Kwan Fai Ying (F.6A) 

Your principal has received a donation of a large sum of money  
for improving the school.  She has asked you to give her some  
suggestions about the donation. 

How I suggest spending the donation 

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to make suggestions about how to spend the 
HK$10 million donation from the Parent-Teacher Association. 
My first suggestion is that the money be used to build a washroom on the fifth floor, 
especially a ladies’ toilet. Form six students always find it difficult to go to the toilet 
since there are no toilets on the fifth floor.  Going to the toilet is a basic thing.  But 
now, we need to line up outside the toilets on the fourth floor or the third floor every 
day.  It is very inconvenient and time-consuming.  I suggest we should spend part of 
the donation building washrooms on the fifth floor. 

My second suggestion is to install some bookshelves with books free for borrowing 
in the corridors.  Although we have a library in school, it is not big enough and more 
books should be provided. 

How students will benefit from the improvements 

By building a washroom on the fifth floor, students can save time walking to the 
toilets and lining up.  Students can have more time to study. 

For the second suggestion, reading books is very important and useful for students.  
Having bookshelves nearby helps students build up a reading habit.  Having 
bookshelves in the corridors provides us with a larger reading space with sufficient 
books to read.  Thus, an environment conducive to learning will be promoted.  It also 
encourages students to study together, because they have a spacious area to read 
books.  Good reading habits help students to achieve higher scores in tests and 
examinations.  This benefits students as well as the school. 

How the school should thank the donor 

In terms of thanking the Parent-Teacher Association, I think a suitable tribute would 
be to affix a name plate with the donor’s name in the school hall to commemorate 
what they have done to help us improve the school facilities.  Using a name plate can 
easily show the donor’s contribution to the whole school.  Also, it can be kept for a 
long time.

Yip Wui Wa (F.4D) 
Let’s Help Teenagers in Need 

Nowadays, many teenagers in Hong Kong tend to give up easily when they face adversity. Some 
even opt to give up their lives. According to a recent research, 12% of the students in Hong Kong 
have considered committing suicide when they are under pressure. The situation is so serious that 
we have to tackle it. In this article, I am going to examine the reasons behind and provide with 
some suggestions. 

First and foremost, teenagers have poor relationship with their parents. In our affluent society, 
parents tend to overprotect their children. They control everything and step in their children’s life. 
For instance, they plan schedule, sign up tutorial lesson for their children and ask them to join 
different extra-curricular activities. Besides that, they make all the decision for their children so 
their children don’t know how to tackle problems independently. It is pathetic that some children 
do not even know how to tie their shoelaces or wash the dishes. They even invade their children’s 
privacy. For instance, they check their children’s Facebook account, diaries and Whatsapp 
messages. Conflicts may arise when they hold different opinions. To avoid conflicts, teenagers may 
block communication. Worse still, they may develop a negative attitude towards life and opt to take 
their lives. As a result, they opt to avoid the problems and commit suicide when facing difficulties. 
They think there is no way out and feel helpless. 

Moreover, immense academic pressure swamps teenagers in Hong Kong. The first reason is that 
many parents put unrealistic expectation on their children. They want them to achieve success in 
life so they spend lots of money and send their children to tutorial lessons. Besides that, teachers 
put high expectation on their students too. They give piles of quizzes and assignments, hoping to 
help their students to secure a place in universities because competition to enter universities is very 
keen. Therefore, they just focus on students’ academic performance. Students are also under 
pressure as they always compare themselves with others in terms of academic results. In addition, 
Hong Kong education system is exam-oriented. Many schools neglect the importance of 
incorporating core values into the curriculum. They do not teach problem-solving skills, so their 
students don’t know how to persevere and they opt to give up easily. Consequently, they may avoid 
immense academic pressure and attempt suicide when they face difficulties.  

Finally, teenagers tend to keep problems to themselves. Some teenagers have poor communication 
skills and they tend not to share their ups and downs, joys and sorrows. They do not know how to 
express their feelings to others. When they face problems, they do not know how to seek help from 
others and feel helpless. As a consequence, they avoid the problems and commit suicide when they 
face adversity. Poor communication or social skills may block communication with others and 
teenagers may tend to withdraw from the society. 

In view of the above, I hope to seize this opportunity to recommend a few suggestions to improve 
this situation. 

To begin with, parents need to spend more time on communicating with their children. They should 
understand their children’s ups and downs. They should not control everything for their children 
and put themselves in others’ shoes. Additionally, parents ought to organize family activities such 
as hiking, swimming, football match and so on. They should also give their children enough 
autonomy. They need to respect them and not invade their privacy. When conflicts arise, they 
should listen to their children and keep a harmonious relationship with them. They should not 
monitor their children’s Facebook account or make random judgement. 

Secondly, the schools should incorporate the core values into the curriculum. They should teach 
teenagers problem-solving skills through organizing seminars or training camps to teach students 
perseverance. Teachers should not focus solely on students’ academic performance. They ought to 
provide support when students are having problems. 

Last but not least, teenagers should not give up easily because feeling sad or sorry for themselves 
will not solve anything. They should see opportunities in their problems and try to analyse the 
problems from different perspectives. They should share problems with others because it eases the 
pain. Moreover, teenagers should have a positive attitude towards life, develop a sense of humour 
and lighten up. They need to know how to seek help when they face difficulties. They should also 
join more activities and make more friends to broaden their social circle. 

To sum up, the problems of teenagers committing suicide is getting more and more serious. If we 
do not solve this problem, the consequence will be far-reaching. With the joint efforts of the 
parents, schools, teachers and the teenagers themselves, it is hoped that this problem will be solved 
in the foreseeable future.

Cheung Ting (F.3B) 
A Trip around Hong Kong 

  
Today, I had a fantastic experience with an exchange student 
 named Sam. My English teacher Miss Zheng asked me to 
 take Sam, who is from the USA, out for a trip around Hong  
Kong. And so came this exciting day. 

We went to experience Hong Kong-style cuisine at seven o’clock in the 
morning. We decided to try the food in the Dai Pai Dong, which was an 
open-air food stall. There was a variety of low-priced great dishes such as 
Hong Kong-style French toast, cart noodles and lots of dim sum. My 
favourite dim sum was soup dumpling and I recommended it to him, but 
he refused to try it. What a pity! The food was good, but one thing quite 
disturbing was that there was no air-conditioning. It made us both sweat.  

At noon, we enjoyed one of the world’s most spectacular cityscapes. We 
visited the Peak, the highest point on Hong Kong Island and one of the 
most popular attractions. From there, we could catch a glimpse of Victoria 
Harbour and New Territories. I was stunned in front of the spectacular 
views of Hong Kong. We also took the Peak tram, which has served Hong 
Kong for 120 years and visited the Peak Tram Historical Gallery. We could 
learn more about the heritage and the history of Hong Kong. I bought a 
lapel pin as a souvenir for him and hoped he would remember me after he 
returned to his homeland.  

At night, we went to Tsim Sha Tsui to watch the Symphony of Lights, 
which was a nightly multimedia show involving more than 40 buildings on 
both sides of the Harbour and it was free for the public. But it was a bit 
disappointing that it was an overcast night and too crowded. Then, we 
went to the Clock Tower, which used to be a train station a hundred years 
ago. We took some selfies and uploaded them to our social networking 
sites. Many people liked the photos! It was worth the effort.  

Also, I found that Sam and I shared the same hobby—reading horror 
novels by Stephen King, who is one of the most famous writers in the 
world! We agreed that reading can help us destress because there was 
always too much homework.  

The trip today was fantastic and I hope I will have a chance to visit the 
USA with Sam. 
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Wong Tsz Fung (F.4A) 
 
Recently, the problem of teenage pregnancy is getting more and more serious in Hong Kong. Write a letter to the editor.  
Express your view on the importance of sex education and suggest more ways to address the problem of teenage pregnancy. 

Dear Editor,  
  
Recently, the problem of teenage pregnancy has been getting more and more serious in Hong Kong.I would like to express my  
view on the importance of sex education and suggest ways to address the problem of teenage pregnancy. 

First of all, teenagers are at their puberty and are immature to handle a relationship when they are pregnant. On the one hand, they are not physically or 
mentally ready to be mothers or fathers. They may suffer from depression and feel stressed if they get pregnant. On the other hand, teens may also fail to 
address the financial and emotional problems that occur because they cannot afford the living expense of raising their children, not to mention that they will 
feel guilty if the babies are abandoned or adopted by adoptive parents. Therefore, to avoid tragedies like such, sex education is essential for our teens. 

Moreover, if teenagers get pregnant, they will be under great pressure at schools. They may feel isolated and cannot communicate with their classmates like 
before. In the long term, teenagers may have low self-esteem and lack self-confidence. Their academic performance will be affected since they cannot 
concentrate on their study. As a result, they may not get academic success at school or obtain the sense of belonging. The above negative effects display the 
paramount importance of sex education. 

As the number of teenage parents still keeps rising, it is high time that we took immediate actions with the joint efforts of schools, parents and the government. 

To start with, schools play an important role. They have the obligation to provide sex education properly and incorporate sex education into the curriculum to 
teach students the correct attitude towards sex and shape their moral values. Workshops and lectures can be organized for teenagers to access the correct 
knowledge about sex. 

Besides that, parental teaching is of paramount importance. Parents should be more open-minded. They can share their own experience with children and 
communicate with their children to help them understand safe and responsible sexual behaviours. 

Apart from that, the government should set laws and launch policies to monitor the illegal sexual activities. The government can also put up more 
advertisements to raise the public’s awareness of the risks of premarital sex. Furthermore, adequate training should be provided for in-service teachers by the 
Education Bureau.  

Last but not least, teenagers can seek help from social workers, psychologists and organizations like the Family Planning Association. Aborting the babies is 
not a wise decision. Delivering the babies or giving them to adoptive parents is a better way. 

To summarize, with different parties working together, I hope that teenage pregnancy will not occur as frequently as before.  

Yours faithfully, 
Chris Wong

So Ho Hon Lawrence (F.5A)  

Nowadays, many students come to school late. Some people suggest a 9 am start. Write a letter to the editor explaining why  
students are tired at an 8 am start and whether a 9 am start can solve the problem. 

Dear Editor, 

I am writing to express and proclaim my frank opinion regarding why students feel tired and how to mitigate this issue. 

To begin with, there are various reasons when it comes to why students feel exhausted and drowsy, but it all comes down to three contributing factors that are 
to be blamed for their fatigue. 

First and foremost, we students, like many other Hong Kong citizens, live a life of hustle and bustle. We are all used to this fast-paced lifestyle in which we all 
attempt to accomplish multiple tasks at the same time within a short period of time, leaving no time for any recreation and relaxation. As a direct result of that, 
we are all tensed out by all these stress and pressure, putting a heavy load on our already too-heavy burden. In this mind-set, what comes to our mind is only to 
achieve this and that. In comparison, we shed no thoughts regarding rest and fun. 

Not less vital and crucial than the last point, we have a heavily examination-oriented education system, of which we as students are demanded to excel 
academically. To add on top of that, there are so-called ‘monster parents’ who are overly concerned with their children’s grade in school, forcing the students 
to attend numerous extra-curricular activities and tutorial classes, placing more stress on students more than it has ever been. This plus the fact that there is a 
typical overwhelming amount of assignments, quizzes and tests we have in our course, which is nothing short of a wonder that our students manage to come 
out feeling nothing but just feeling tired. 

The straw that broke the camel's back is no other than the fact we have too little sleep and rest, the above-mentioned only play the role as underlying factors. 
The truth remains that we cannot sustain adequate time to let our mental and physical self to ‘recharge’. Too much homework is a culprit on one hand, our 
busy lifestyle is another. Having an 8.00 am start to school does not help either. Such an early start implies that we students can never be able to pick up the 
much needed rest for the sake of enduring yet another day. And owing to that, there is absolutely no question for whether students feel tired or not. Fatigue 
students perform even worse. For that, I am going to suggest a method to combat this particular issue. As there have been a lot of solutions out there 
attempting to alleviate this issue, the method I propose is in its core different from those. What I am thinking of is to alter the current system that students will 
obtain their school begin at 9.00 am in place of the current 8.00 am start. 

There are a couple of reasons supporting my proposal. Not only can the above mentioned issue of fatigue among students be finally dealt with for now, but it 
also offers bonus benefits to students, provided that this suggestion is executed without any major flaw whatsoever. 

First of all, a 9.00 am start will have students energized in the very first lessons, boosting students’ concentration and their study morale. No longer will 
students be so worn up as they have enough rest to back them up an entire day of work and activities, but instead they will pay more attention in class and 
therefore have their performance significantly improved. 

On top of that, having a later start can avoid the commuters’ time and the heavy traffic that comes with it. Students are left with no excuse to be late. And 
owing to this fact, more students can be on-time and making the course on track. It makes for an excellent environment to learn in and greatly hone students’ 
skill in various subjects. 

Some people, unfortunately, disagree to very doable approach. Instead, they think of this as distant and far-fetched, a task that could never aid our cause. This 
claim, from my perspective, is everything but true and it is biased and fact-distorting. However, those individuals do believe statement, arguing by doing so; 
my suggestion will ruin students’ sleep-wake cycle and encourage the formation of an unhealthy habit. This can never be the case since the students’ rest cycle 
has long already been thoroughly disrupted, by assignments, by quizzes and by exams. What we students have been doing all along is to study till we drop, 
and we do not possess the leisure of taking a break. 
  
There are a whole bunch of misconceptions and stereotypes as well, regarding students as being lazy and unmotivated, spending days and nights in front of 
screens and burning the mid-night oil in all the wrong places. While there are occasional black sheep here and there, I reassure you that it is not true for the 
majority of students. Since sleeping earlier is not an option for us, we are left with no choice but resort to altering the on-going current system that requires an 
8.00 am to a 9.00 am start give us the hefty time to xa and finally get enough rest. 

All in all, there are a couple of factors that dominate in he reasons of students’ fatigue. What is certain is that a 9.00 am fresh start will be able to cope with this 
particular case. 

Yours faithfully, 
Chris Wong

http://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/the+straw+that+broke+the+camel's+back
http://idioms.thefreedictionary.com/the+straw+that+broke+the+camel's+back
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Ringor Derrick Ishmael B (F.6A) 

A Man with History 

It was a gloomy cold winter day and it was a very sad day for all of us. We are going to miss him. At first, I could not believe my ears. 
My best friend, the friend that stuck with me all these years through thick and thin, was going to leave and there's a big chance that 
I would never see him again.  
 
“What? You're leaving! Why is it so sudden? I can't believe this! Why do you have to leave?”  
 
“It's just that I have to finish something,” said Roy.  
 
He never told me why he had to leave. Every single time I tried to persuade him to tell me the reason for his sudden decision he kept refusing.  
 
“Roy, you got to tell me! I'm your best friend, and I will always be here for you but you just need to tell me why you will leave. Maybe I can help you.” 
 
“It's complicated,” Roy muttered, “You won't understand.”  
 
“Roy, we never keep secrets from each other. We’re always there for each other and we trust each other. Why now?” 
 
Roy answered, “Maybe there are things that should be kept and left in the dark.” 
 
I was really puzzled. It was like I didn't know Roy anymore. He was like a completely different person and he acted very weirdly the few days before and after 
he told us of his decision. Each time we mentioned to him about his decision, he started shaking. He couldn't speak straight. He couldn't look at us straight in 
the eye. We could sense that there was something bothering him.  

Roy came in while we were studying our second year in university. He came from the States. He was very outgoing, very kind and very thoughtful. He always 
put others feelings before his. He helped all of us! He taught us how to dream, he taught us to chase our dreams and he made us who we are, better people. 
Even when we gave up on ourselves, he was always there and he never gave up on us. He was always  
there supporting us. I didn’t know much of Roy's childhood all I knew was that he was an orphan and he had went through a lot of tough times. But he endured 
all of them and he's was a very good friend. We were all hit by his decision, especially our group of friends. He changed our lives for the better. Sam and Katie 
were devastated when they heard that Roy was leaving. 
 
Sam was a nerd, a pretty shy one. But he had a powerful voice. Nobody knew that he had that hidden talent. He wore these big, thick nerdy glasses and he was 
short and skinny and everyone bully him. Because of that he had low self-esteem. But when Roy came along, he helped Sam. He helped Sam find his dream. 
He helped Sam chase his dream, and he helped him win the Singing Contest. Although he was still being bullied, he was now a more joyful person and a more 
confident one.  
 
Katie received a lot of help from Roy too. Right before Roy came. Katie just broke up with his boyfriend that she loved whole heartedly. After the breakup, 
Katie had suicidal thoughts and almost committed it. But if it wasn't for Roy she would be dead by now. Roy helped her see that she didn't need a guy to live, 
he helped her overcome the pain, he helped her see that there are a lot more things in life better than love. He helped her see how to enjoy life without needing 
a boyfriend. He helped Katie become a better person while she was still dating. Before she met Roy, she was arrogant. She was very mean and not friendly at 
all. She liked to bully people and to look down on people. Because of Roy, she is now a better person, she's a lot kinder. She's humble and she's a lot more 
patient with others.  
 
I was hit the hardest by his decision. After I went into college, I couldn’t stand the pressure in school, so I got involved in drugs and alcohol and became a 
really bad student. I started developing bad habits and had bad associates. I used to have dreams. Before that happened, I dreamt of becoming a doctor but 
after I went through those dark times in life, I literally gave up. I went so deep into the whirlpool of darkness and I almost gave up on the life. I had almost 
dropped out of school and started getting into the drug dealing business. Roy pulled me out from that darkness. He helped me realize what my priorities in life 
were. He helped me regain my goals and the ability to attain them. He became my best friend and when I was at my lowest and when I fall, he's always there 
to pick me back up he told me one thing that I would never forget  
 
“Why do we fall so that we learn to get back and what doesn't kill us makes us stronger?” He always had faith in me even when I didn't have faith in myself. 
He was like my guardian angel. 

I would never forget that night. It was 3am. I was out on the streets. My old crew came out, those that used to smoke crack with me. They came up to me and 
started to invite me to smoke with him again. I refused. So they started to beat me up. For some reason Roy was around the comer, he came and tried to stop 
them but he got beaten up too. That night he showed me what a true friend was. A true friend is someone that will be there for you when you need him the 
most.  
 
“Roy, are you really going to leave, no second thoughts.” 
 
“Yeah I’ve already made up my mind,” Roy said.    
 
“I didn't want to tell you this because it will affect the way you view me. I think it's better if you didn't know. I’m not the man you think I am. I was a serial 
killer. I've killed dozens of people in the States. I was on the run and was almost caught by the cops luckily I escaped. I was sick of my life. I regretted all 
things I've done, so I wanted to start a new life. That's why I came here on a boat. I got a new identity, got a new life. But all those bad things I did in the past 
came back to haunt me. The police now know that I'm here. I thought that I could be a better person by helping people. I was wrong. Now, I’m going to 
surrender to them. I guess there are things in the past that you just can't change.” “Once an evil psycho will always be an evil psycho,” Roy explained.  
 
I could not believe my ears. I was shocked... He was so nice, so kind hearted, but he was once a psycho... I just couldn't accept it. But I knew he changed...  
I knew he had a good heart.  
  
“No, you're not evil, at least now you're not.” 
 
“No you can't change that fact that I am evil. I’m a maniac,” Roy 
exclaimed.  
 
“No you're not! What you've done these past years for me, Sam and 
Katie proved that you're not!” 
 
“That doesn't prove anything,” Roy shouted.  
 
“Your action now is already enough to prove that you have changed.” 
 
“Well, you are right…” Roy mumbled, “but still I still have to answer 
for my actions before.”  
 
“I'm going to miss you.” 
 
“Me too,” Roy said.  
 
“Be careful.”  
 
“You too,” Roy said with tears in his eyes.  
 
We hugged, and said our farewells. No matter what he was in the past, he is still my hero. This has taught me one thing, people 
can change. Someone once told me, once you let the darkness in, it will never come out. Well, they are wrong. People can 
change, no matter how deep we are in the darkness. We can always come back out to the light. Now, I want to follow Roy's 
footsteps, not the killing ones, but the ones where he helps people.
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